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The Hitchers – Tees Valley Deadbeats

Posted on January 15, 2011 under 50's Rock, Punk, Rockabilly, Spectra Records, The Hitchers - Tees Valley
Deadbeats, UK

Released by Spectra Records

Release Date: Out Now!!!

Genre: Alternative/Punk

Links: http://mvdb2b.com

Links: http://www.thehitchers.co.uk/

Line Up:

Rich – Guitar and vocal

Greg – Bass and vocal
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Mikey – Drums and vocal

Tracklist:

1. Bop til U Drop!

2. Teesside Graffiti

3. Berwick Hills 90210

4. Shake Ruby UB

5. Rum To Talk To You

6. I Might Never

7. Rum

8. Rotten Baby

9. Weekend

10.Me and London

11.Anti-Protest Song

12.Wasted (And I’m Living Proof)

13.Baby Bought a Shotgun

14.The Chemist

What an interesting and unique style of music the all talented UK punk/Psychobilly band The Hitchers play.
Amazingly enough is not a genre I was too familiar with I must say. But these Middlesbrough natives are
something of a find for fans of punk rock in general. The band quotes “We’ve been playing our own style of
punk rock’n'roll, with the ambition to capture the infectious buzz of punk rock with the fun and style of the 1950s
rock ‘n’ roll years.” Under normal circumstances I would pass on title like this, but the music here is took me
totally by surprise.

What’s interesting is that I haven’t heard much about this particular genre, honestly I couldn’t possibly
understand why. You got a style of music that is a kaleidoscope of musical influences from your typical
Americana, Punk and 50′s syle rock. Sounds like a nice formula to me. Anyways the band did receive some
critical acclaim from Kerrang magazine and through various international tour invites they end up on the Vans
Warped Tour the last 3 years.

The band releases their 2nd studio album in “Tees Valley Deadbeats” and the formula seems to come together
even more on this release. If you love some classic 50′s style rock infused into what is alternative punk you’ll
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Rating: 0 (from 0 votes)

loves tracks like “Bop Till U Drop!” and “Shake Ruby UB”. The pragmatic alt-ballad of “I Might Never” is a
good listen with it’s urban rhythm. The dead beat flowing message of “Rotten Baby” is a superb flux of energy
and punkish flavor. Ohh I loved the doo-wop entrance to “”Me And London” what a cool sound mix, sounds a
bit like if Green Day had gone rockabilly on us it works somehow.

What a fresh sound I was totally impressed with these guys. Is not everyday when you run into something as
creative as the melting pot of influences that reverberate around these Brits.  If you’re a fan of Punk you probably
need to check this CD out and any  buyers who enjoy their music melodic will find something captivating about
this release also. Being that the band has toured with some of the most popular rockabilly groups in the scene I
expect them to have a following already, but the point is to extend their horizons and I hope that people reading
this will give them a shot because they’ll be just as surprised as I was. Recommended!!!

Written by Denys

Ratings Denys    8/10

Rating: 9.3/10 (3 votes cast)
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Latest News, Reviews and Interviews

Fallen Sanctuary – Malevolent Symmetry

Fallen Sanctuary base their sound in a version of thrash metal that reminds me a »

Drunk – Antwerp City Thrashers

KILL THE PANDAS, I DON’T WANT TO WORK and BEERFART all share a similar sort of »

Nine Stones Close – Traces

The band Nine Stones Close is pretty much a one man show based around the talent »

Ted Hovis – Let It Shine

Each song sounds a little different from the one before it which keeps the album »
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Interview with Ralf Scheepers (Primal Fear)(Scheepers) (Vocals)

"Songs like "The Pain Of The Accused" or "Doomsday" or "Compassion" would someho »

Transatlantic – Whirld Tour 2010 DVD Live From Shepherd’s Bush Empire

First of all these guys have delivered an unprecedented amount of material live »

Album Spotlight

Evergrey - The Glorious Collision

Twinspirits - Slave To This World (Official Video)

Myglobalmind MP3 Player
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 Noisecreep Feeds

Earth's Dylan Carlson Doesn't Think His Music Is 'Full of Depression'
Filed under: Interview, New Music Clyde Petersen "I don't view us as dark as many people think
we are," Earth guitarist Dylan Carlson told Noisecreep. Though no one has ever called the drone
forefather a writer of happy songs, a level of hope has clearly made its mark within the instrumental
band's more recent work. That includes their ne […]
Touche Amore's New Album Is About Finding 'Comfort Within Yourself'
Filed under: Interview, New Music Reid Haithcock Touche Amore are about to start recording
their new album, 'Parting the Sea Between Brightness and Me,' which will be released by
Deathwish. The Los Angeles band -- who infuse post-hardcore with hard-bitten, forceful intensity
that the genre hasn't seen in a while -- will head east to Kansas to […]
Praxis Return From Hiatus With Album Worthy of 'Worship' -- Song Premiere
Filed under: Interview, Exclusive, New Music Praxis A full 16 years have passed since the last
proper Praxis album, 'Metatron,' was released -- at least according to the band's experimental
funk/jazz-metal bassist Bill Laswell, a longtime fixture in the New York underground. Discographies
on various websites note a 1998 album called 'Mold […]
Judas Priest Working on New Album
Filed under: News, New Music Paul Archuleta, FilmMagic Judas Priest announced that they will
retire from the road with their farewell tour this year, but that doesn't mean that the legendary British
metal warriors are just sailing off into the sunset quietly. Priest will continue to scream for vengeance
and are working on a new album. A post on their of […]

 Blabbermouth Feeds

DIRGE WITHIN: New Video Update Posted Online
A new video update from DIRGE WITHIN vocalist Jeremy "Jerms" Genske can be viewed below.
[…]
IRON MAIDEN, LINKIN PARK To Headline Italy's SONISPHERE Festival
IRON MAIDEN and LINKIN PARK have been confirmed as the headliners of the Italian edition
of the Sonisphere festival, set to take place June 25-26 at Autodromo Enzo e Dino Ferrari in Imola
(near Bologna) The festival billing is shaping up as follows (with 11 more acts to be announced
soon): Saturday, June 25 IRON MAIDEN SLIPKNOT MOTÖRHEAD ROB ZOMBIE
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APOCALYPT […]
WOLVERINE: 'Communication Lost' Details Revealed
Swedish progressive rock band WOLVERINE will release its new studio album, "Communication
Lost", on May 23 in Europe via Candlelight Records. […]
ENTHRALLMENT To Enter Studio Next Month
Bulgarian brutal death metallers ENTHRALLMENT will enter the studio on March 1 to begin
recording their third album for a tentative late 2011/early 2012 release via an as-yet-undetermined
record label. […]
INCANTATION Confirmed For India's 'The Underground Unleashed' Festival
U.S. […]
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Hard Rock+Metal Quotes

"I’m interested in anything about revolt, disorder, chaos, especially activity that appears to have no
meaning. It seems to me to be the road toward freedom."

— Jim Morrison

Next quote »
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Recommended Articles

 Transatlantic – Whirld Tour 2010 DVD Live From Shepherd’s Bush
Empire

First of all these guys have delivered an unprecedented amount of material live on stage, a whopping 2 and a half
hours of music in which the band performs “The Whirlwind” in it’s entirety along with “All Of The Above” the 30
minute Epic and “Duel With The Devil” another half hour music junction of progressive rock blend.

 Tycoon -Turn Out The Lights (Retro Review)

This album has been long considered an obscure gem of AOR by purists of the genre, and the fact that this
particular style influenced so many bands around that time it was an easy pick why we chose this release. Now
we are able to retouch back with a band that could of been so much more only if the cards had been played
right..

 Miss Behaviour – Last Woman Standing

and their vision was to have their own Rock band inspired by the great band of the Eighties while adding a fresh
and modern twist to their sound” Obviously setting yourself apart from all the success the Scandinavian bands are
having these days is not easy, but an early listen on “Last Woman Standing” I thing they pass the test.
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